
Year 3 RE Autumn 

 

How do Christians show that reconciliation with God and other people is 

important? 

ENGAGE with the idea and meaning of ‘reconciliation’ in everyday life  

ENQUIRE into the concept of ‘reconciliation’ in a key Christian story  

EXPLORE Christian ‘reconciliation’ through Biblical Narrative  

EXPLORE Christian ‘reconciliation’ through Church Practice Sins  

EXPLORE Christian ‘reconciliation’ through Christian Living  

EVALUATE our RE learning in this unit about Reconciliation in Christianity  

EXPRESS your RE learning so it can be shared with others   

What do Christians mean when they talk about the Kingdom of God? 

ENGAGE with the idea of kings and kingdoms  

ENQUIRE into the Christian belief that Jesus is king  

EXPLORE Christian ideas about the Kingdom of God in Biblical Narrative  

EXPLORE Christian ideas about the Kingdom of God in Church  

EXPLORE Christian ideas about the Kingdom of God in Christian Living  

EVALUATE your learning in relation to the initial question  

EXPRESS your RE learning about Kingdom of God and share it with others 

Spring 

Why does a Hindu want to collect good karma?  

ENGAGE with the idea of ‘karma’ through a game  

ENQUIRE into why karma is important to Hindus  

EXPLORE Hindu ideas of Karma and Samsara through Hindu story and text  

EXPLORE ways Hindus encourage good ‘karma’ through Hindu Community 

action  

EXPLORE the Hindu belief in ‘karma’ through Hindu daily life  

EVALUATE our RE learning a EXPRESS your RE learning about Karma so it 

can be shared with others about how karma impacts on a Hindu’s life  

Is the cross a symbol of love, sacrifice or commitment for Christians? 

ENGAGE with the idea of ‘sacrifice’ in films / everyday life  

ENQUIRE into the idea of the cross as a symbol for Christians  

EXPLORE Christian beliefs about the meaning of the cross Biblical narrative  

EXPLORE Christian beliefs about the meaning of the cross Biblical narrative  

EXPLORE Christian beliefs about the meaning of the cross through Christian living  

EVALUATE your learning in relation to the initial question  

Summer 
 How does a Muslim show their submission and obedience to Allah? 

ENGAGE with idea of willing obedience  

ENQUIRE into the importance of obedience / sub-mission to Allah for a 

Muslim  

EXPLORE (1) ideas about submission and obedience in Muslim stories or in 

the Qur’an  

EXPLORE (2) Muslim Community Practice – showing submission / obedience 

in ritual prayer  

EXPLORE (3) Muslim Living - aspects of obedience and submission to Allah in 

everyday life  

EVALUATE what pupils have learnt about the Mus-lim concept of SUB-

MISSION and the key question  

EXPRESS your RE learning about obedience and submission in Islam so it can 

be shared with others  

Why are good stewardship and generous giving important for every 

Christian?ENGAGE with the idea of being a good steward. 

ENQUIRE into what Christians believe about God ‘owning’ everything. 

EXPLORE Christian ideas of stewardship in (i) Biblical Narrative 

EXPLORE Christian ideas of stewardship in (ii) Church Practice 

EXPLORE ideas of Christian stewardship in (iii) Christian Living 

EVALUATE what pupils have learnt about stewardship in relation to the key 

question 

EXPRESS your RE learning so it can be shared with others 

 


